PYRAMEX SAFETY’S ISOTOPETM AND TORSERTM GLASSES OFFER
THE ULTIMATE IN EYE PROTECTION
Sealed Eyewear Ideal in Debris-Heavy, Dusty or Windy Work Environments
When you need debris and splash protection on the job look to the Isotope TM and
TorserTM glasses by Pyramex Safety, which employ some of the most advanced
features available in eyewear when it comes to durability, safety and
functionality.
Both lightweight models are new additions to Pyramex Safety’s line of sealed
eyewear. They offer a wrap-around frame designed for superior side protection,
a number of ergonomic features for comfort and a range of lens options for
personal customization to suit almost any task. Safety always comes first and
both the Isotope and Torser glasses have surpassed a litany of hurdles from
ANSI to CSA and CE with the Isotope also passing ballistic MIL-PRF-32432 High
Velocity Impact standards. Both models are also dielectric, which means they
have no metal parts and won’t attract any electrical charges. Constructed of scratch-resistant, hard-coated polycarbonate, the
Isotope and Torser glasses feature the company’s renowned H2MAX anti-fog treatment, which works to keep glasses clearer
longer. The sealed eyewear also offers 99 percent protection from harmful UV rays.
The Isotope glasses feature a black frame and are available in multiple lens options including clear, gray, amber and
indoor/outdoor mirror. A rubber gasket provides for all-day comfort, interchangeable temples adapt to three different lengths and
adjustable strap equipment together allow the wearer incredible versatility. The Isotope glasses protect against everything from
dust to projectiles meeting a bevy of certifications and standards including MIL-PRF-32432 High Velocity Impact standards, ANSI
Z87.1 (including D3: Droplet and Splash test), CE EN166, Cert. Mod and CAN/CSA Z94.3.
Built tough, the Torser glasses come in a black body and are available in three lens options including clear, gray and light gray.
Made to be as comfortable as they are functional, the glasses are outfitted with
a flexible rubber gasket, and a ratchet elastic headband with a quick-fit retainer.
The Torser spectacle meets ANSI Z87.1 (including D3: Droplet and Splash Test
and D4: Dust Test), CAN/CSA Z94.3 and CE EN166 certifications which means
wearers can feel confident they are well protected in the harshest work
environments.
Pyramex Safety delivers high quality safety products through its innovative and
stylish product lines. The company designs and manufactures a variety of
personal protective equipment from eye, head, hand, welding, cooling and
hearing protection to Hi-Vis work wear, respirators and ergonomic gear.
Founded in 1991, the company has more than 2,000 distributors in over 60 countries and is committed to investing countless hours
to research, design and testing to ensure Pyramex products meet the highest industry safety standards. To learn more about
Pyramex Safety, go to www.pyramexsafety.com.
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